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Welcome!
 

This Welcome Package is designed to provide information and expectations on working with me.
Please take the time to review this welcome package so that you can familiarise yourself with the
entire process.

If you have any questions, please contact me to learn more. My contact details are on page 6.

Sincerely,
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AMISHA ABEYAWARDENE

amishathebirthworker@gmail.com

Image credit: @oru.mayil



My Offerings
 

I currently offer in person services in across
London with my focus being North, East and
Central. I am happy to offer virtual support
to people based outside this area who are
unable to find affirming support locally.
Please enquire to find out whether I can
provide you with in person support.

P R E N A T A L  S U P P O R T

Your birth plan/preferences to share
with your healthcare providers
Tools to manage emotional and
practical obstacles to a satisfying
experience of birth.
Your rights as a birthing person and
tools to advocate
Perinatal mental health resources
Options for comfort measures/pain
relief to work out what’s best for you
Breathwork and mindfulness

2-3 at home or virtual sessions where we
will explore:

Provide emotional and physical
support.
Advocate for your wishes as described
in your birth plan
Help prepare your home in cases of
homebirth
Help you maintain calmness via tools
and techniques practised beforehand
Maintain a serene space for you and
communicate your wishes to medical
staff
Help you to establish skin-to-skin
contact with your baby and initiate
breastfeeding
2 postnatal sessions where we debrief
your birth experience together

I will be on call from 37 weeks until you
give birth. During and after birth, I will:

B I R T H  S U P P O R T
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Total cost: £1450. I require a retaining fee of £580 to be paid to secure your
place and the remaining fee must be paid 3 weeks prior to your due date.



My Offerings (continued)
P O S T N A T A L  S U P P O R T

Discussing your postpartum healing
Processing your birth experience together
Continuing support with with breast/bodyfeeding/infant feeding
Preparing nutritious hot meals and relaxing sitz baths for you
Light housework so that you are able to rest and shower
Signpost appropriate resources and help you establish links within your local
community

As a postnatal doula I know the huge difference this support can make, giving new
parents time to rest and be cared for. My postnatal care includes:
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Total cost: Minimum of £300 for 12 hours of postnatal support. I offer
additional postnatal support at an hourly rate of £25 per hour.



What next?

G E T  I N  T O U C H

You can contact me via email, phone or whatsapp if you would like to book any of
the services I offer.  Please get in touch sooner rather than later as I take bookings
on a first-come-first serve basis.

Email: amishathebirthworker@gmail.com
Phone/whatsapp: 07712286887
Instagram: @amishathebirthworker
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We need to rethink linear
time in the birth space

Written by Amisha Abeyawardene

16/05/2022

Linear time is the idea that time is sequential, always pushing forward and never back. This
subjectivity may be considered normal, but if we look at time from the perspective of
various non-western cultures, this is not necessarily the case. 

The concept of strict linear time served a political and social purpose during European,
specifically British, colonisation. A central belief in the colonial project was that the
greatness of a civilization was based on its ability to conquest and transcend nature. Of
course, several pre-colonial societies had been existing and thrived as civilisations living in
harmony with nature. In fact, many indigenous cultures understand time as an intersection
of environmental shifts, including rhythms of the sun, moon, sea, skies, plants, animals,
and peoples. These non-Eurocentric understandings of time stray away from the now
conventional, pervasive linear versions into a more curved, cyclical form.

Cyclical time may feel like a very abstract concept, but a very tangible example of this is
hormonal cycles, namely menstrual cycles which tend to follow a monthly rhythm and are
influenced by a range of physiological and environmental influences.

Another facet of linear time is that it is a finite resource that ultimately runs out. On the
other hand, cyclical time is infinite, constantly renewing itself. Within the labour ward
setting, time is a finite resource that is essentially ‘running out' the moment you walk
through the hospital doors. As birth workers, we tend to advise our clients who are having
hospital births to stay at home for as long as possible, as it delays setting off the ‘ticking
clock’.

Many birthing people have recalled being told by their midwives that if their waters break
and surges (a less medical word for contractions) haven’t started within 24 hours, it is
necessary to medically induce labour. This is sometimes referred to as being ‘on the clock’.
Some will have heard a different cut-off time of 48, 12, or even 6 hours after and some
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https://www.amishathebirthworker.com/blogs/we-need-to-rethink-linear-time-in-the-birth-space


have had midwives telling them to induce labour as soon as possible after waters have
broken. The reason for this is that it is believed that the baby’s environment has now
become more susceptible to infection, so induction is done as a precautionary measure to
avoid a detrimental outcome to the baby, even though the chances of infection are slim
(there is a 2% risk of infection to baby for those who wait for labour to start on its own).

Dilation is commonly believed to follow a linear trajectory from 0cm (closed) to 10 cm
(fully dilated). However, it is now known that dilation doesn't follow a stringent linear
model, increasing by regular increments as time goes on, but rather follows its own unique
pattern, influenced by a range of biological and environmental factors. Examples of
biological factors include oxytocin levels and pelvic positioning, whereas environmental
factors could be room temperature, lighting, and who else is in the room. Midwives tend
to rely on pelvic exams (also known as vaginal exams or VEs) to assess where a birthing
person is in their labour. However, there is growing awareness of the many downsides to
pelvic exams, which only show a snapshot in time, rather than the true picture.
Birthworkers have used the phrase ‘the cervix is not a crystal ball’, to emphasise that
although fascinating, they cannot accurately predict the past or the future. 
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While discrete stages of labour can be useful for the birthing person and their birth team,
allowing them to work towards a goal of pushing out a baby, these stages vary for every
person with some people finding that they progress very quickly from one stage to
another whilst others may spend longer. Terms such as ‘stalled labour’, ‘prolonged' or
‘failure to progress’ medicalise instances where dilation, pain levels or surges do not
follow the stringent linear path. In reality, there is no normal or abnormal progression of
labour, but rather a spectrum of patterns and experiences with no two being the same.
Furthermore, a break from surges could be a good thing, giving the birthing person time to
rest. Birthing people may find that they experience a pause during their labour which can
be a sign that the cervix has fully dilated and the baby is ready to descend through the
birth canal and make their arrival. Midwives sometimes refer to this part as the ‘rest now
and be thankful later’ stage. 

When thinking in linear time, we often focus on discrete variables. During birth these
variables tend to be the surges, measuring their frequency, intensity and duration.
However, what is paid less attention to, is the time in between surges when the labouring
person can let go and prepare for what is yet to come. Calculations have suggested that
birthing people only experience surges for 23% of their labour. This means that on
average, birthing people are experiencing no surges for 77% of their labour. By preparing
not only for how to manage surges, but also thinking about what to do in these periods in
between, the birthing person can receive the patience, understanding and safety they
need to give birth throughout.

Having explored the detrimental impact of linear time in the birth space, how can
birthing people go about reconnecting with a more cyclical understanding of time?

1.Start by being patient with yourself so that you don’t feel disheartened by how birth is
progressing. Whether labor accelerates, stalls or reverses, this is the body responding to
its own cues and environmental shifts. It is so important to acknowledge this, so that you
can work with their birth team to adapt to the circumstances as needed.

2. Connect with your bodily rhythms, in particular the breath. Notice how the breath
changes at different stages of labour whether it is a conscious or unconscious decision.
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3. Connect with your environment. Curating your surroundings so that you feel safe is
pivotal in getting the oxytocin flowing and powering every surge. Consider which
environments heavily restrict and impose their own timeframes onto you and those that
adapt to the timing of your body.

4. Reframe language used by medical professionals which are based on a heavily linear
understanding of time to one that is more malleable. For instance using affirmations such
as ‘my labour is unique and is following its own rhythm’.

5. Hire a birthworker who is in tune with your needs and will be beside you to advocate for
your wishes.

Relevant Links

Time-capsule: Explorations of Concepts of Time and Law in Colonial New Zealand,
Jonathan Barrett and Luke Strongman

What Is The Real Risk Of Infection After Waters Break? | BellyBelly

Dilation, and why it actually means very little.

The stages of labour: second stage - BabyCentre UK
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https://epress.lib.uts.edu.au/journals/index.php/portal/article/view/1025/1512
https://www.bellybelly.com.au/birth/what-is-the-real-risk-of-infection-after-waters-break/
https://birthflowerdoula.com/blog/dilation-and-why-it-actually-means-very-little
https://www.babycentre.co.uk/a25005243/the-stages-of-labour-second-stage

